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H

ow did it begin? Some of the
most nostalgic and savored artinspired food is reminisced as
being as customary and American
as Saturday mornings: wake up in
your pajamas, walk, still halfway asleep, to the
kitchen where Mom perpetually remains. As
the smell of breakfast sausage and sweet syrup
invade your senses, you rub the sleep out of your
eyes and the pancakes with the whipped cream
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face is smiling up at you.
The earliest that food was remotely connected
to art was during the time of the prehistoric
cavemen. They hunted for food, cooked it,
consumed it, and left hieroglyphics of their
actions. Both food and art were significant
elements of the stone ages; thus the mixture of
the two.
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Still, others may say the spooky Halloween jacko-lanterns set the stage for food art. While the
Halloween tradition came from the Celts, it’s not
the luck but rather the ingenuity of the Irish that
gave us carved pumpkins to keep the bad spirits
at bay and welcome the loved ones’ spirits.
A more recent find of the food and art combo
is the timeless Warhol Campbell’s soup can.
The “starving artist” took something simple yet
recognizable and turned it into an iconic work
of art.

TV, as there is a whole network dedicated to the
art of food (and the food of art). Food can’t even
escape the world of news or politics, seeing as it
has lately been a hot topic.
Through all of these venues for food, it is often
your own home that is the most important and
the best remembered. It is because food is an
integral and essential part of our lives that it has
evolved to become art. We, as citizens of the
world and our own culture, long to explore the
endless capacities of each other’s creativity but
also to boast our own.

Whether the concept of food inspired art (and
vice versa) originated in the cavemen’s backyard
or Warhol’s studio, the creativity that has resulted
is well appreciated and constantly advancing.

But to answer the question of why there is an
essential link between food and art, one must
first ask how to define each.

The connection of food and art
Food is something we experience every day. Not
only is it sold or advertised on nearly every street
on the way to and from work, but we see it on

Food: something that nourishes, sustains, or
supplies
Art: 1.The expression or application of human
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creative skill and imagination, typically in a visual
form such as painting or sculpture.
2.Works produced by such skill and imagination.

In addition, the Western world of Europe is
famous for not only its delectable, worldrenowned dishes, but also its rich, art-filled
history. Just as food and art have combined in
a tastefully beautiful way as we foodies know it
today, the immortal artists of Europe are known
right alongside each country’s unique plate.

While there are obvious differences and the
ideas can be two completely separate aspects
of life, the similarities are undeniable. Food has,
for centuries, been the centerpiece and epitome
of family. It draws people together, invokes
bonding between both lifelong friends and utter
strangers. The disarming ways of food, cooking
and the passing of the plates is a custom filled
with love and warm welcomes. Similarly, art
played an essential role throughout the medieval
era when royalty ruled. Portraits were a way of
keeping track of families, and served as the focal
point of any room. They were also the prized
possessions of many royal families as the crown
continued down the line.

In each essence, food and art can be devoured
and enjoyed in very different ways. But the
beauty in the combining of them lies in the
fact that when presented together, the perfect
balance of coalescing and remaining solitary is
attained.

Food Inspired Art and Art Inspired Food

Food art: Food inspired art is truly well done
when a) you’re too scared to eat it for fear of
ruining the art; b) when it’s not really food you’re
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ogling yet you’re still salivating and suddenly
(you find yourself trying to eat a page out of the
magazine) or
c) it takes grasp of your hunger, taste buds and
dinner plans

food chain, shall we say?)
But for the more ordinary, traditional and more
edible food crafts, finding them can be as simple
as going to a well-known caterer or restaurant
in town. Small, local bakeries are notorious
for having handcrafted sweet treats that taste
just as good as they look. Probably the most
famous, Carlos’ Bakery, of the show “Cake Boss”
has given viewers an inside look at the process
of just how the artsy cakes come about. From
elegant wedding cakes to carefully decorated
sushi plates, to even non-edible (?!) pure food
inspired art displays at fancy catering events,
these artists/restaurateurs are what have paved
the way for what is known and considered high
class in today’s food scene.

As “foodism” and “foodies” have gained popularity
through the recent years, the lines between chef
and artist are not just blurred but surpassed and
even ignored. Not that any of us foodies are
complaining.
Take food artist Prudence Emma Staite for
example. She has created sculptures, jewelry,
paintings, games and even entire rooms from
merely chocolate. Just as fascinating, Carl Warner,
another food artist, has created mini villages
from food like fruits, vegetables, and even bacon.
Also among the renowned food art are mosaics,
egg shell carvings, and celebrity food portraits!
It is these interesting and mouthwatering food
sensations that are truly elite (at the top of the

Whether a chef, an artist, or simply a dabbler, it is
the food, the art, and the combination of the two
that keep the world happy and hungry. It is evident
that the two creative outlets have coalesced in
today’s world to make for mouthwatering art
galleries, eye-catching delicacies, and a plate
that is used as a personal canvas and a kitchen
essential to showcase the piece de resistance.
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